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Both Middle and High School students did cool math activities recently. In Tiffany Brown’s 7th grade class, they were 
working on determining the possible outcomes and probability for a simple chance experiment. In this experiment, they 
were looking for and recording data when trying to find the equally likely outcomes from tossing a paper cup 30 times 
based on its sample space (on its side, right side up, and upside down). The students had a lot of fun and loved it when 
the cup landed right side up! In Jill Carper’s Geometry class, they are learning about cross sections. Isaiah, Santos, 
and Justin used clay to create 3D shapes. They then guessed what shape would appear if they cut it in half vertically or 
horizontally. After guessing, they used floss to cut it and see the shape. That is called the cross section. The pictures 
show the students finding that the horizontal cross section of a cylinder is a circle. Santos was especially good at 
predicting the cross section!  

Probability and Shapes 

Aaliyah tosses her cup; Diego, Itzel, and Noah discuss results; Jaelyn tosses his cup; Jose’s cup in mid-toss.  

Isaiah, Justin, and Santos work together; Justin cuts the clay cylinder; Santos cuts the clay and logs data; cross sections of the shapes. 

Jenelle charts data, Jo is thinking hard; Xander celebrates getting the cup right-side up; Itzel calculates probability; data log 



Upcoming Events 
· 3/17 St. Patrick’s Day 

· 3/23 EMERGE HS Leadership 

· 3/24 AR party 

· 3/29 Optimist Club Communication 
Contest (HS) 

· 3/30 Elementary Math Fun Day 

· 3/30 PreK Easter Egg Hunt 

· 3/30–4/2 Middle School Math 
Competition, RIT in NY 

· Thursday, 3/30: Homegoing 

· Friday, 3/31-Friday, 4/7 Spring Break 

· Sunday, 4/9 Residential transportation 

Trell, Raul, and Chaunacei use the online calculator; Zy’Merria’s chart.  

Students enjoyed chatting while eating ice cream. 

Elijah, Allison, Le’Ondre, and Autumn getting messy making globes; the class standing under the globes hanging in the classroom. 

Bryce, Guadalupe, and Allie Kate; Zaiden and Layla 

Global Knowledge 

First and second graders in Sandy Wimpy’s Social Studies class had some messy fun making globes with balloons, 
newspaper, and flour/water paste. They are learning about the earth and continents, so the globe was a hands-on way to 
reinforce the seven continents on earth. Fun! 

More Social Studies 

Seniors in Marie Dickinson’s 
Economics class learned about higher 
education, how to pay for it, and 
FAFSA. They used an online 
calculator to determine cost of 
attendance for different scenarios. 
Kaylyn Nix’s 6th graders made a chart 
comparing the geography of Mexico, 
Cuba, and Brazil. They added 
pictures to help them remember the 
differences.  

PBIS 

Way to go, Elementary! The students earned 10 Peace Days and 
got an ice cream treat.  



In Sandy Wimpy’s Reading RTI class, the students 
came across an unfamiliar word while reading: block. To 
demonstrate their understanding of block as in city or 
neighborhood block, Hannah and Zaida drew pictures of 
blocks on their dry erase tables. A great way to 
remember new words! 

Just Around the Block 

Right: Cesar, Maria, and Kingsley holding 
“I know my ABCs” certificates and smiling proudly. 

A Sour Story 

Fourth graders in Rebekah Knisley’s ELA class read a story called, “The Lemon Test.” Then they had their 
own test and tasted lemons. Their expressions are pretty funny! 

Learned the Alphabet?  

We are all very proud of Cesar, Maria, 
and Kingsley for learning the 
alphabet! The PreK students have 
worked hard with their teacher, 
Peyton Walker, to learn those 26 
letters in print and ASL. Great job! 

Layla, Allie Kate, and Langston have sour expressions; cover of the book. 

Signs of spring: Maki with dandelions he picked; 
Braydence’s St. Patrick’s Day themed artwork.  














